
MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT -    
 

Chakradharpur is an important division on Indian 
Railway map. It has uniqueness of being one of 
the major loading division of Indian Railways and 
at the same time important coaching operation 
with Howrah – Mumbai main line operation 
between TATA-JSG and originating coaching trains 
from TATA, ROU & JSG. 
Rolling stock maintenance forms the backbone of 
this massive and complex train operations. With 
major freight depot at TATA, ADTP, BNDM & DPS 
and coaching depots at Tatanagar, Rourkela & 
Jharsuguda- Mechanical department is facilitating  
availability of rolling stock for transportation for 
freight and passengers.  Infrastructure 
augmentation has been the thrust area in freight 
examination.  Examination yard, Sick line and ROH 
shed of TATA, ADTP & BNDM are “A” category 
infrastructure as per Board’s norms and works for 
up-gradation of DPS yard and sick line have been  
sanctioned by Railway Board. Major freight 
examination indices of CKP division are as under:- 
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406 86 343 242 

(Average figure per month for 12-13) 
Quality of freight stock maintenance has improved 
significantly which was the largest contributor 
towards reduction in train parting and hot axle 
cases by  41% & 75 % respectively in 11-12 
compared to previous year. 

 Role of proper maintenance of CTRBs in 
reducing hot axle cases of freight stock cannot 
be over emphasized. Dust-free environment 
for mounting and dismounting of CTRBs is 
extremely important.  Air-conditioned dust 
proof room for CTRB mounting and 
dismounting was commissioned at BNDM ROH 
shed in December,2011 which is probably first 
such facility in divisions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dust proof room at MSL/BNDM 

requirement of TATA & ROU based trains but 
also to part requirement of prestigious HWH-

 To tackle line congestion problem on highly 
loaded BNDM-JSG section of Howrah-
Mumbai route, long haul train operation was 
envisaged. Freight examination yard of 
BNDM has contributed immensely in 
increasing throughput of the section by 
forming average 50 long haul trains every 
month called “Tiger rake”. All possible 
combination of long haul trains are 
successfully formed at BNDM from October, 
2010. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tiger rake formed at BNDM 

 
With 20 nos. of originating coaching trains, 
Chakradharpur is an important division in 
coaching operation too. Coaching Depots of 
TATA, Rourkela and Jharsuguda are maintaining 
over 560 coaches to support coaching train 
operation. Besides, around 70 pair of Mail/Exp 
trains passing through division are attended at 
TATA, ROU, CKP & JSG for watering, Rolling-in 
examination, en-route cleaning etc.  Cleanliness 
and passenger satisfaction have been the 
thrust area in coaching train maintenance. 
Mechanical department has made a significant 
headway towards these goals with help of 
following important activities:- 
 

 Mechanized Laundry, Tatanagar:  This 
division has privilege to set up first 
mechanized laundry of South Eastern Railway 
in March 2012. With one ton installed 
capacity this laundry aims towards better 
passenger satisfaction by providing quality 
washed linen in AC coaches  

 Work of microprocessor based LED train 
destination board sanctioned under Railway 
Board RSP is nearing completion. This 
important passenger amenity work 
undertaken for TATA based trains and has 
been well appreciated by rail users. 



CSTM & HWH-Pune Duronto trains. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mechanized Laundry, TATA 
 

 Clean Train Station ROU:  Rourkela is a 
nominated CTS station and at present 24 trains 
are covered under CTS/ROU to ensure better 
hygiene condition in trains. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clean Train Station, Rourkela 
 

 6 Mail/Exp trains of CKP division qualifying for 
OBHS as per Board’s norms are covered under 
this On-board service for better passenger 
satisfaction. 

The most important iron ore loading points of 
KMPD and BXF of CKP division are located in 
highly disturbed area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LED Destination Board 
 

 With 555 no. of running staff, Mechanical 
department is supporting complex train 
operations of CKP division.  Combined crew 
lobbies of ADTP, BNDM & JSG are serving 24 
x 7 to ensure timely availability of crew. All 
03 crew lobbies are equipped with CMS, 
CCTV, Fuel Cell based breathalyzer and other 
equipments to ensure safe and smooth train 
operation.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Combined Crew Lobby, Jharsuguda 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CCTV footage of Crew lobby, BNDM 
 
The mammoth train operation of CKP division 
call for strong preparedness to tackle any 
unforeseen incidents.   Two Class-A ARTs 
equipped with new design 140 ton. Gottwald 
crane at CKP & BNDM and B’ class ARTs at 
TATA, DPS & JSG are catering not only to the  



 
Lounge of Running Room BXF 

 
 
Mechanical Dept. is playing an important role in 
revenue earnings and safe operation of freight 
train by maintaining 7 railway owned electronic 
in-motion weighbridges and periodical checking of 
another 27 private owned weighbridges in the 
division. Besides this, wheel impact load 
detector(WILD) is also installed at MMV between 
CKP-TATA DN main line which helps in detecting 
flat wheel, spring breakage etc. in rolling stock. 

 
 
breakdown requirement of CKP division but 
also to adjacent divisions and Railways.  4 
Scale-I ARMEs at TATA, DPS, CKP & BNDM are 
always ready to tackle any untoward incident 
involving passenger trains.  
 

 
 

 
A dedicated work force of over 2800 railway 
men are working relentlessly to surpass the 
goals set for division and with their sincere 
efforts Mechanical Dept.  has been adjudged 
best in rolling stock maintenance among 
divisions of SER for consecutive two years. 
 
 

 


